
  

Three Ptolemaic Papyri on Prisoners 

With plates VII-IX 

Willy Clarysse (Leuven) 

1. An early Ptolemaic Papyrus with Double Date 
4-10 May 225 B.C. Plate VII 

The present whereabouts of the papyrus presented here is unknown. My attention 
was drawn to the text when in 1992 T.C. Skeat handed over to me a photograph, 
which is printed here and is the only material witness of the papyrus. He himself 
had received the photograph from Prof. Tsoukalas many years before. The text is 
presented here in the hope that it may help to retrace the original. No doubt this 
would allow improvement in some of my readings.  
 The main surprise of the text is its double date, equating the Egyptian month 
Phamenoth with the Macedonian month Hyperberetaios embolimos. The date 
probably refers to the reign of Ptolemy III (225/224). The hand looks too recent to 
belong to the reign of Ptolemy II and a real double date is unlikely in the reign of 
Ptolemy V. The intercalary month Hyperberetaios was already found for year 4 of 
Ptolemy III in P.Cairo Zen. 59571 l.16. Since the intercalary months usually come 
at the end of the year, this suggests that the Macedonian year 4 began in Dios. But 
A.E. Samuel, Ptolemaic Chronology, München 1962, p. 95, discounting Hyper-
beretaios embolimos, thought that "by the 16th year the official embolimos month 
was Panemos". The equivalence Hyperberetaios - Phamenoth does not fit the 
calendar traditionally proposed for the reign of Euergetes: according to Pestman's 
lists in Pap. Lugd.-Bat XXI, p.261 in year 22 Phamenoth corresponds to Peritios. 
Perhaps the present text will prove of some help in reconstructing the 
problematical equivalence of the Macedonian and Egyptian calendars in the reign 
of Ptolemy Euergetes. 

col. i 
1     ]la 
  ge]gram- 
     ] épes̀- 
     ]zes- 
5     ]  `ai 
    Famen]Δ∆ `y ι̅θ̅ 
     ]tai 
      ]hi 

     ]p`ara 
10     é]pes- 
     ]  `zes- 
    ] 
    ] 
  FamenΔ∆y] κ̅α̣̅ 
15     ]  `w 
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col. ii 
    - - - - - 
16 yvsin éntigrãcai prÚw ≤mçw. 
 [  `  `  `  `] (ÖEtouw) kb ÑUperbereta€ou §mbol€(mou) ι̅δ̅, FamenΔ∆[y κ̅. 
 
 ÉAmÊntaw YeodÒtvi ka‹ Prvtãrxài xa€rein. Met[å tÚ] 
    sfragisy∞nai tØn parå Dvsiy°ou grafe›san prÚ`w [ 
20    Ímçw §pistolØn per‹ t«n épostellom°nvn efiw [tå] 
    ênv ¶rga svmãtvn prostãjantow toË basil°vw [ 
    Ípol°leiptai §n t∞i fulak∞i Levn€dhw Diod[≈⋲rou] 
    ÉAsklhpieÊ`w. G°grafa oÔn Ím›n ˜pvw efidÒtew 
    mØ [é]pait∞te tÚ s«ma parå Kupr`oy°mi`[dow] toË` 
25    §p€plou.       (ÖEtouw) kb ÑUperbereta€(ou) §mbol€(mou) ι  ̣̅ 
 FamenΔ∆y κ̣̅ε̅  
 
 

Translation 
16  [ ] . .  to reply to us. 
17  [ ]  Year 22 Intercalendary Hyperberetaios 14, Phamenoth 2. 
18-25 Amyntas to Theodotos and Protarchos, greeting. After the letter written to 
you by Dositheos about those who are being sent to the upper works on the order 
of the king had been sealed, Leonides son of Diod[oros] of the deme Asklepieus 
was left in the prison. I have written to you in order that you may know and not 
ask this person from the escort Kyprothemis. 
 Year 22 Intercalendary Hyperberetaios 1(+x), Phamenoth 25. 
 
 1-15 Because neither the fibres nor the edges of the papyrus are visible on the 
photograph, it remains possible that this end of a column was on a separate 
fragment. I prefer, however, to consider it as the first column on the same sheet. It 
is not clear either if the text is broken off above or really starts with l. 1. Either 
col. 1 contains a covering letter (ending with the date in l. 6) for what follows (this 
may be suggested by [ge]gram[men-] and ép°s[talka] in ll. 3 and 5 and by the 
repetition of ll. 3-4 in ll. 10-11), or just the first letter in a register of correspon-
dence. The fact that the next letters are dated Phamenoth 21 and 25 respectively 
favours the latter solution. 
 6 The day-date is clear and the month name can hardly be anything but 
[Phamen]oth. According to the tables of T.C. Skeat, The Reigns of the Ptolemies, 
19 Phamenoth of year 22 corresponds to 4 May 225 B.C. 
 16 The ending ]yvsin is no doubt an aorist passive subjunctive, perhaps 
preceded by ·na or ˜pvw in the lost part of the text.  
 For éntigrãfv tin€ or prÒw tina "reply", cf. E. Mayser, Grammatik II. 2,  
p. 268. 
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 17 The day-date of the Egyptian month is lost. Accepting a chronological order 
of the three letters: 19 (l. l.6), 21 (l. 14), [xx] (here) and 25 (l. 25; the kappa is 
partly in lacuna), a figure between 21 and 25 should be supplied here. 
 18 The name of the writer clearly extends further left into the margin in 
comparison with the rest of the letter. This is an unusual feature in letters; it is 
found more often in petitions and memoranda, especially after the third cent. BC 
(see e.g. text 3 below). 
 Prvtãrxài is clearly written, but in an official letter the presence of a woman 
is so unexpected that we probably have to correct this into the masculine 
Prvtãrxvi. The feminine would be doubly irregular since in koine Prvtãrxh, 
not Prvtãrxa, is expected. 
 18-20 Apparently Dositheos' letter contained a list of all persons sent to the 
ênv ¶rga. It was written outside Amyntas' control and then sealed (so that it could 
not be changed) and accompanied the persons who were sent by boat to 
Theodotos and Protarchos. When they opened the letter they would find out that 
one person on Dositheos' list was missing. Amyntas therefore writes a second 
letter to explain what had happened to Leonides. Dositheos' letter cannot have 
stood in the first column, as Amyntas clearly states that his letter had been sealed. 
 20-21 The crux of the letter is the expression [tå] ênv ¶rga, for which there is 
no papyrological parallel. I take this as an allusion to a damnatio in metalla: the 
persons in questions are sent by boat to the mountain area, where they had to work 
in the mines. The double date suggests that the letter was sent from Alexandria 
and that both Amyntas and Dositheos were living there. This is confirmed by the 
Alexandrian demotic of Leonides and by the words prostãjantow toË basil°vw 
(l. 21), showing that the king himself was directly involved. We may see the result 
here of court intrigues. In that context it does not seem too far-fetched to identify 
Dositheos, who is apparently a superior of Amyntas, with the son of Drimylos, the 
renegade Jew, who became eponymous priest of Alexander only a few years later, 
in 223/222 (Pros. Ptol. I and VIII 8 = III and IX 5100). 
 24 For the rare name Kyprothemis, typical of Cyprus, but also attested for a 5th 
century tyrant of Samos, see O. Masson, Kypr. Spoud. 28 (1964), pp. 4-12 (not 
included in his Onomastica Graeca Selecta). The name is here attested for the first 
time in Egypt. 
 25 For §p€plouw "military escort on a boat", compare e.g. P.Ryl. IV 576.1 (a 
phylakites); P.Teb. III 1035.1 and 12 (a phylakites); Wilcken, Chrestom. 443.2 (a 
Roman soldier). 
 The second symbol of the day-date is lost. If the letters were in a chronological 
order it must fall between 15 (one day after l. 17) and 19. 
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2. An Escape from Prison? 
In ZPE 105 (1995), pp. 237-243 M. Müller published a circular letter addressed to 
the strategos of the Arsinoites and other officials. It was dated to a 25th year, and 
the palaeographical features point to the reign of Ptolemy V rather than Ptolemy 
III. It announces the appointment of a certain Senouchis1 as antigrapheus of the 
tax of 2.5 % on wool, paid by the royal (?) herdsmen living in Mouchis. In ll. 9-11 
I would propose tØn tessarakostØn t«n §re«n k`à‹`   `  `  `  ` t«`n` [kata]|menÒntvn 
§m MoÊxei b̀à[sil]ik[«]n | poim°nvn (though the actual expression katam°nv §n 
is not found before the second cent. AD). For the herdsmen of Mouchis, see SB 
XVIII 13844-13845, to which should now be added an unpublished Stanford 
papyrus (which I mention in my contribution to the Proceedings of the Vienna 
Congress, forthcoming). 
 On the back is written a draft of another letter in a very cursive hand (cf. ed.pr., 
plate V). It is addressed to Dexilaos, the strategos of Memphis, and four other 
officials. The decipherment of the second part of this letter is rendered difficult by 
the cursive script and numerous abbreviations. The editor is well aware of the 
remaining problems. The following suggestions are meant as a step towards a 
better understanding of this interesting text. The left column gives the text as 
printed by the editor, the right column my corrected version. 
 
1 gr(  )           1 gr(  ) 
 Dejilãvi     Dejilãvi 
 t«i stra(thg«i) M°mfevw  t«i stra(thg«i) M°mfevw 
 ka‹ t«i §p(istãthi) t«n   ka‹ t«i §p(istãthi) t«n  
  fu(lakit«n)      fu(lakit«n) 
5 ka‹ Y°vni t«i §p(istãthi)        5 ka‹ Ỳ°vni t«i §p(istãthi) 
 ka‹ Ptolema€vi    ka‹ Ptolema€vi 
 t«i ofikon(Òmvi) ka‹   t«i ofikon(Òmvi) ka‹  
 Fane€&     Fane€yhi 
 Í`p¢r t«n énake-    Í`p¢r toË énake-  
10 xv(rhkÒtvn) dekan(«i) t«n       10 xv(rhk°nai)_ `´ §k t∞w  
  fu(lakit«n)     fu(lak∞w) 
 ÉIs€dvron ka‹ Tvrà( )   ÉIs€dvron ka‹ ÑHra(kle€dhn) 
 te(l«naw) épomo€raw   te(l«naw) épomo€raw 
 se(    )  `f̀n`o`n  `(   ) Ùfe€lon(taw)  Sebe`nnÊ(tou) Ùfe€lon(taw) 
  ka‹ t«i di(   )     ka‹ t«i di(oikht∞i) 

_________ 
 1 The name will be discussed in P.Count 5, l.96 n. 
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Translation of col. 2 
To Dexilaos, the strategos of Memphis and to the epistates of the police and to 
Theon the epistates and to Ptolemaios the oikonomos and to Phaneithes, 
concerning the fact that Isidoros and Herakleides the tax farmers of the apomoira 
of Sebennytos, who are also in debt to the dioecetes, have escaped from jail. 
 
 
 2-3 As rightly seen by the editor, Dexilaos is certainly the strategos of 
Memphis Pros. Ptol. I 239, which confirms the second century dating. His title is 
followed here exceptionally by the name of the city rather than that of the nome. 
 6-7 Several oikonomoi with the name Ptolemaios are attested in the Arsinoite 
nome in the third and second centuries BC (see Pros. Ptol. I and VIII 1081a-
1084), but the name is too common to allow for identification. 
 8 The reading Fane€yhi is clear. Theophoric names with Neith are uncommon, 
cf. J.Quaegebeur, W. Clarysse, B. Van Maele, ZPE 60 (1985), p. 223. A royal 
scribe Paneithes is attested in an unpublished demotic papyrus from Vienna, but 
given its date (226 BC) this can hardly be our man. Another homonymous person 
is accused by an inhabitant of Sebennytos (see below for the village) in 135 BC, 
but he lives with his father Herchimis in the Herakleopolite nome (P.Münch. III 
51).  
 9 The title of Phaneithes is not given. Instead the text gives the reason why all 
the officials are being addressed, introduced by Íp°r (as a synonym of per€) with 
an articulate infinitive. For this construction, see E. Mayser, Grammatik II.1,  
p. 328. 
 10 The editor here reads the word dekan(Òw), expressing his surprise at this 
early occurrence of the term. I disregard the slanting stroke before the epsilon. In 
my opinion Isidoros and Herakleides were put in jail for not having paid their 
duties as telonai and have now escaped, probably hoping to disappear or to find 
refuge in the large town of Memphis. For énaxvr°v (§k t∞w fulak∞w) as escape 
from prison, cf. PSI IV 348 l. 10 (pãlin énex≈⋲rhsen).  
 13 The reading Sebennytos is clear, once one realises that it contains a form of 
internal abbreviation: the first epsilon is placed above the initial sigma. For this 
type of abbreviation, see K. Vandorpe, P.Dryton §§ 64-66. Sebennytos is situated 
in the meris of Herakleides, whereas Mouchis, the village on the recto, is in the 
meris of Polemon. This suggests that the papyrus was written in one of the 
administrative offices of Krokodilon polis. 
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3. Female Prisoners of War 
P.Hamburg I 91 was reprinted without any changes by R. Scholl, Corpus der 
Ptolemäischen Sklaventexte, Stuttgart 1990, vol. I, no.88. The present reedition, 
which is still far from solving all the problems, owes a lot to the sound advice of  
B. Kramer and P. van Minnen. For a survey on POW's in the papyri, see now  
P. van Minnen, Prisoners of War and Hostages in Graeco-Roman Egypt, JJP 30 
(2000), pp.155-163, where the Hamburg text is mentioned on pp.156-157. 
Apparently Herakleides has been sent abroad (unless §p‹ j°nhw here, as often, 
simply means "far away from home") in the aftermath of the war or civil war of 
168/167. 
 
Herakleopolite nome Plates VIII and IX  3 July 167 B.C. 

 
    1  Kud€ai t«n di[adÒ]x`vn ka‹ strathg«i 
   pàr`É ÑHrakle€dou [M]u`soË t«n ÍpÚ 
   Panandr€an`. ÉApÚ t«n genom°nvn 
   skÊl[v]n` §n Teb°tnoi paredÒyh moi 
    5 ÍpÚ t[«n sun]strativ[t«n s≈⋲]m`àta δ ̅
   kàta[  `  `  `    `  `  `] katagag[Òntow] mou 
   efiw M°`[mfin c]uxagvg[hy°nta] ÍpÒ 
   tinvn §[jex]≈⋲rhse. T∞[w d¢ én]àzug∞w 
   §nstãshw [k]àtenegÊh[san] diã mou 
  10 ofl sunstrat`[i]«`tai dia  `[  `  `  `  `  `]   ̀
   [  `  `  `]ath  `[  `  `]r`[  `  `m]°xri toË   `[  `  `  `  `  `]  `nai 
   épokatast∞sai. ÜUster[on dÉ §mo]Ë 
   eÍrÒntow m€an aÈt«n pvloum°nhn ̀
   §n t∞i M°mfei §komisãmhn, ∂ ka‹ 
  15 §phgge€latÒ moi, §ån épokatast[a]y`∞i` 
   §ntaËya •aut∞w te lÊtra moi 
    katabale›n k`a‹ tå l[o]i`[på afixmã]l̀vta 
   parad≈⋲sein [  `]n`  `  ` épo`s̀tà[  `  `  `  `  `  `] 
   efiw P«`in die[p°]m`càt`o prÚ[w tÚn] 
  20  pat°ra, oÈk   `[  `  `  `  `  `]vrhsanto[  `  `  `  `] 
   épod≈⋲sein [moi tå] lÊtra. ÑH pr[oge-] 
   gramm°nh [afixmãl]vtow cuxa- 
   gvghye›`s̀à ÍpÚ t«n §k t∞w 
   k≈⋲mhw flere€vn l̀o`g  `  `  `[  `  `  `  `] 
  25 efiw tÚ §`n` t∞i P≈⋲e`i` [fl]e`r`[Òn. D]i`[Ú é]j. i`[«] 
   katafy`eirÒmenow §p‹ j°nhw 
   mØ perii`de›n me`, [éllÉ §ã]n soi 
   fa€nhtai, grãcai D[  `  `  `  `  `  `  ` t«i] 
   §pistãthi, §ån ∑i oÂ[a prof°r]o`m`ài, 
  30  paradoËna€ moi tå s̀[≈⋲mata,] 
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   per‹ d¢ t«n taËta diapepra- 
   gm[°nv]n diàlabe›n ka[t]å tÚ fan°n s[oi.] 
         EÈtÊxei. 
   m2 pr(onohy∞nai) 
  35 m3  pro[  `  `]  `(    )   `u(   )   (ÖEtouw) g PaËni γ̅. 
 
Verso 
  36 [(ÖEtouw) g P]àËn`i γ̅. ÑHr`[ak]l̀e€do`u Mu`s̀[o]Ë` 
   [per‹ - ]   `  `[  `  `  `]w afixm`a(l≈⋲tvn) diadedra(kÒtvn) 
 

 
Translation 

To Kydias of the diadochoi and strategos from Herakleides, Mysian, of the troops 
of Panandrias. As part of the booty in Tebetnoi four slaves were handed over to 
me by my fellow-soldiers ---. When I went north to Memphis, [they] were lured 
away by certain individuals and ran away. Because we were on the point of 
marching off my fellow soldiers gave security through me --- until --- restore 
[them]. Later on I found one of the women being sold in Memphis and I acquired 
her back. She promised me, if she would be returned there, to pay ransom to me 
for herself and to hand over the other captives --- (she ?) sent (?) to Pois to her 
father, but they did not agree (?) to give me the ransom. The above-mentioned 
captive woman, lured away by the priests of the village [took refuge?] in the 
temple in Pois. Therefore I beg you, while I am in a sorry plight abroad not to let 
me down, but, please, to write to Demetrios the police officer, if things are as I 
claim, to hand over to me the [persons] and to make judgement according to your 
opinion about those who dared do such things. 
        Farewell. 
 
2nd hand : take care of this 
3rd hand : - - - - Year 3, Payni 3 
 
Verso : 
[Year 3] Payni 3. Concerning Herakleides the Mysian 
[about - - -] the prisoners of war, who have run away. 
 
 
 1 Kydias was strategos of the Herakleopolite nome from 167 to 160/159; cf.  
L. Mooren, Prosopography 095 = Pros. Ptol. I and VIII 274. He is known from 
the katochoi archive (see now http://lhpc.arts.kuleuven.ac.be/archives_folder/ 
katochoi.html) and therefore provides a certain indication for the date of our text. 
 2 The ethnic MusÒw can be deciphered on the verso, where the ed. princ. reads 
P°`r`s̀o`u`≥. Here only the right end of the second letter is preserved, but even this 
small trace fits ypsilon far better than rho. 
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 2-3 The name Panandrias is unique (though Panandros and Panandrios are 
attested) and the final nu highly doubtful. For a while I preferred this to be a 
woman's name, reading <édikoËmai> ÍpÚ Panandr€aw ∂ --- paredÒyh moi, but in 
the end I returned to the interpretation of the first editor. Panandrias is included in 
Pros. Ptol. II 1969. Eponymous officers are usually introduced by t«n + genit.; a 
single parallel case of t«n ÍpÒ + accus. is found in P.Petrie II 38a l.7 (t«n ÍpÚ  
Ful°a). 
 4 For Tebetny in the Herakleopolites, see now M.-R. Falivene, The Herakleo-
polite nome, Amer. Stud. Papyr. 37 (1998), pp. 214-216. 
 6-7 The ed. princ. reads katå tå   .[ but in this hand tau and gamma are clearly 
differentiated and the papyrus here has kataga  `[. Therefore a form of katãgv 
becomes unavoidable and this verb entails the preposition efiw and a place-name in 
l.7. Memphis recurs with the definite article in l. 14. 
 7 The ed. princ. reads ]uxatvn`[, again misreading the gamma's as tau's. Our 
reading is confirmed by the recurrence of the verb cuxagvg°v, no doubt in the 
same form, in ll. 22-23. 
 8 The supplement §[jex]≈⋲rhse makes better sense in the context than 
§[phr]≈⋲thse of the ed. princ. Apparently the captives were tempted by some 
unknown persons to run away after they had arrived at Memphis.  
 9 There is no reason to prefer the addendum lexicis [m]etegguãv (ed. pr.) to the 
common verb [k]àtegguãv. The editio princeps starts a new sentence with 
sunstrati«tai; we have preferred to make this the subject of the active form 
[k]àtenegÊh[san], though the lacuna is somewhat long for [san]. 
 12-13 The genitive absolute §moË eÍrÒntow has the same subject as the main 
verb §komisãmhn, which is rather harsh, but seems unavoidable here; for other 
examples, see E. Mayser, Grammatik, II. 3, pp. 68-70.  
 16 For ransom money paid for prisoners of war, cf. W.K. Pritchett, The Greek 
State at War V, Berkeley, Los Angeles, Oxford 1991, pp. 245-297. 
 19 Pv`in is preferable to pÒ`l̀in because the village name returns in l. 25, but 
even there the reading is not fully certain. There are several villages of that name, 
in the Herakleopolite, Hermopolite and Memphite nomes. Since the petition is 
addressed to Kydias, strategos of the Herakleopolite nome, this must be the village 
in that nome; the present text should be added as the oldest reference to that 
village in M.-R. Falivene, The Herakleopolite Nome, Amer. Stud. Pap. 37, 1998, 
p. 187. 
 19 On the photo die[p°]m`càt`o is not convincing. On the basis of the verso one 
expects a form of di°[dra], but this does not fit the context: she does not (yet) run 
away, but makes contact with her father. 
 20 We read oÈk   `[  `  `  `  `  `]vrhsanto instead of oÈk s̀[unex]≈⋲rhsan tà[Ëta] of 
the editio princeps. The supposed initial sigma of s̀[unex]≈⋲rhsan is very 
doubtful and after oÈk we should have a vowel, not a sigma (according to the lex 
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Youtie). Alpha or even epsilon are possible. Since the verb stands with a future 
infinitive (épod≈⋲sein) it must mean something like "to promise, to agree". 
 21-22 lÊtra ≤ pr[oge]gramm°nh is absolutely certain and shows that the main 
person is a woman, no doubt the woman who was being sold in Memphis in ll. 13-
14. The sentence division is again doubtful: perhaps a new sentence begins here, 
though d°v would then be expected after the article. The woman cannot be the 
subject of the preceding plural form ending in -vrhsan(to). 
 24 I assume that flere€vn stands for fler°vn. 
 25 P≈⋲i`. [DiÚ é]ji[«] ed.pr. The supplement flerÒn is based on the mention of 
the priests above. The article with the village name is unexpected, but cf. ≤ 
M°mfiw in l. 14. 
 28 The name of the epistates is supplied into D[hmhtr€vi] in the ed. princ. and 
in Scholl, but in fact only the initial delta is preserved and the supplement is 
totally uncertain; cf. Pros. Ptol. I 658. 
 30 The editor reads tå s[kÊl]à≥, but there is no sign of the final alpha. 
Though the initial letter does not look like sigma, but rather like gamma or pi (e.g. 
tå p[aidãria]), we have kept it and supplied s̀[≈⋲mata]. 


